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Stanford University Press, United States, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Crowds explores the key role assumed by human multitudes in modern life by
means of a graphically innovative, multi-author volume in which essays, word histories, and
personal testimonies are woven together into a multiperspectival and multilayered group portrait.
The portrait in question includes analyses of market crowds, crowds in modern art and literature,
modern assemblies as compared to their premodern and ancient counterparts, modern sports
crowds, human multitudes and mass media such as photography and cinema, crowds as political
actors, and the emergence of crowd-centered discourses in social sciences such as psychology,
anthropology, and sociology. Contributors include Stefan Jonsson, Allen Guttmann, Susanna Elm,
John Plotz, Christine Poggi, William Egginton, Haun Saussy, Joan Ramon Resina, and Charles Tilly,
with testimonies by authors such as Greil Marcus, Richard Rorty, Michel Serres, Alain Schnapp,
Michael Hardt, T. J. Clark, and Susan Buck-Morss. The book represents the main output of one of the
Stanford Humanities Lab s prototype Big Humanities projects and is supported by an extensive
website ( which includes virtual galleries, video capture of the November 2005 Crowds seminar, and
a database of early social science readings...
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I actually started reading this article ebook. I actually have read and i also am certain that i will likely to go through once again again in the future. You are
going to like just how the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Ma r ia ne K er luke-- Ma r ia ne K er luke

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am easily could get a pleasure of looking at a
composed book.
-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS
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